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Summary

The  place  of  the  NSAL  of  the  National  Academy  of  Agrarian  Sciences  in  the
formation of personal indicators has been determined as a component of the national
agricultural  bibliography.  Illuminated  development  and  evaluated  their  role  in  the
further conduct of the open information and communication policy regarding maximum
satisfaction information needs of society to obtain a complete picture bibliographical
agricultural  resource.  Noted,  value bibliographic indexes  – in the wide bibliography
presented in them base, which is the basis of the vast majority of previous works and at
the same time a foundation for writing new scientific studies. 

This  direction  occupies  a  prominent  place  in  the  activities  of  the  NSAL of  the
National Academy of  Agrarian Sciences  – a leading library of  national importance;
branch depository, a powerful scientific and information center for the formation of the
branch segment of agrarian issues as a component in the information space of Ukraine.
It is also a mandatory component of the national agricultural bibliography. 

It has been proven that personal indicators are one of the most important sources
information  and  occupy  a  dominant  place  in  the  system  of  documentary
communications,  and  therefore  influence  not  only  the  bibliographic  provision  of
agricultural  research  field,  but  also  science  as  a whole.  And personal  bibliography
plays a significant role in scientific research, because the central figure of any scientific
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the  process  is  a  person,  his  creative  assets.  Personal  pointers  as  a  variety  of  the
bibliographic  manual  do  not  lose  their  importance  today,  they  are  important  a
component  of  the national agricultural  bibliography.  Revealed structure of  a typical
personal index of the NSAL of the National Academy of Agrarian Sciences, containing
clear information presentation system. brevity of presentation, factuality and versatility
of the presented material. They have different means the individual's contribution to the
development of the agricultural field of knowledge is revealed, which allows to more
fully represent the scientist's scientific activity and increase scientific auxiliary function
of the edition. 

Radical changes in the scientific and bibliographic activities of the library took
place  with  the  establishment  of  series,  which  became  an  important  stage  in  the
development of personal bibliography in the institution. 

Taking  into  account  the  library's  arsenal  of  already  printed  personal  indexes
reflecting  the  centuries-old  history  of  the  country,  they  significantly  supplement
information about the formation and development of the agricultural industry, reveal the
forgotten  names  of  famous  scientists  and  help  make  certain  generalizations  and
conclusions about the scientist's contribution to national and world science. They can
rightfully be considered a reliable source of historical and biographical research, since
each of the bibliographic materials contains publications from the library's funds, and
together they provide a complete picture of publications dedicated to the scientist. 

The  methodological  basis  is  the  principles  of  historicism,  objectivity,  science.
General  scientific  methods  (analysis,  synthesis,  logical,  generalization),  special
historical methods (problem-chronological, personalization, biographical) were used to
cover  the  problem.  The  complex  application  of  these  methods  contributed  to  the
acquisition of new knowledge, determining their value, reflecting the content. 
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